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Executive Summary

ike most states, Nevada strains financially to provide publicly funded
education. Over 50 percent of the state
budget is spent on education.
Yet a major proportion of its high school
graduates are not ready for college.
Nevada professors who work with these
students agree that the state's public schools
need to put a greater emphasis on basic skills
and study habits. Silver State students are finding themselves in remedial courses because
they lack skills and study habits that should
have been learned in elementary school. The
evidence strongly suggests they were promoted
from grade to grade despite a lack of achievement and, apparently, even a lack of effort.
The problem of poorly prepared students
entering college is growing, as far more students are now going to college. In recent years,
approximately half of Nevada's high school
graduates entered college. Last year nearly
10,000 of them were enrolled in remedial
courses. In too many cases, they needed help
with knowledge and skills that should have
been learned in the third or fourth grade.
By any reasonable standard these students
were not ready to finish high schoolmuch
less enter college.
Efforts to improve readiness for college
have been underway for years. For the most
part, the focus has been on ensuring that students who are planning to attend college take
the necessary high school courses. However,

the problem is that many 8th and 9th grade students are not prepared for college prep courses.
Better guidance and higher standards at the
high school level may illuminate the problem,
but they will not correct it.
The areas of concern identified by our
instructors have their origins in the earliest
grades of school, where ultimately, the issue
will have to be addressed. Thirty-nine percent
of Nevada's 4th graders are below basic in
math, 46 percent are below basic in reading.
At the heart of Nevada's problem is the
issue of teaching philosophy. Generally, teachersespecially elementary teachersare
taught to think of teaching and learning as a
process that follows student interests and inclinationswhether or not it leads to the achievement of curricular objectives. These teachers
are trained to design learning experiences that
optimize student interest and enthusiasm, not
particular learning results.
The consequence is that many students
simply acquire a patchwork of knowledge and
skillsoften with significant gaps and weaknesses. Similarly, many never learn that dabbling in schoolwork is not enoughthat success requires meeting challenges and overcoming them.
Schooling that permits students to advance
without meeting standards or applying themselves is like medical treatment when the
patient wont cooperate:
It is mostly a wasted effort.
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INTRODUCTION

A

merican education faces a
dilemma: Everyone believes that a
college education is essential to
career success but large numbers of high
school graduates are simply not prepared.
According to recent estimates, only 61
percent of Nevada 9th graders graduate
from high school and only 22 percent of
this group are fully prepared for college.1
In other words, fewer than 1 in 5 of
Nevadas high school students are fully
prepared to enter a four-year college.
Parents worry about the quality of
K-12 education nationally but few recognize that there may be a problem with the
quality and rigor of their local schools.
College professors, by contrast, face the
issue daily; but their perspective is rarely
communicated to parents, policymakers or
K-12 educators.2 This study is an attempt
to close that gap.
The issue of poorly prepared students
entering college first gained visibility in
the early 1980s, and has increasingly been
the subject of reform proposals by policymakers and educators.
Among high school graduates who
enter public colleges and universities, nearly one-third take remedial courses in reading, writing, or mathematics. Thirty-eight
percent of Nevada high school graduates
who enter a University and Community

College System of Nevada (UCCSN) institution take at least one remedial course
an increase from 26 percent since 1999.3
The largest share of postsecondary remediation is provided by community colleges.
Forty-one percent of recent graduates
entering Nevadas community colleges
need remedial help.4
Although the issue is somewhat
obscured by terminologyremedial students are sometimes called developmentalit is an important indicator of public
school quality. Whichever term is applied,
the fact is that students enrolled in remedial courses are learning skills and content
that they should have mastered in elementary or secondary school.5
The purpose of this study was to see
what the professors who teach Nevadas
remedial students have to say about the
problem and to link their views with other
research on the subject. They are the educators with the most direct knowledge of
student strengths and weaknesses.
We asked four basic questions:
1. What student characteristics are
essential to college success?
2. Are Nevadas K-12 reforms
working?
3. What should Nevadas mathematics
and English teachers emphasize or
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Rosenbaums assessment is somewhat
at odds with current proposals to improve
college preparedness. Most focus on a
more rigorous high school curriculum and
better alignment of courses with college
entrance standards.8 While these proposals
address legitimate issues, they fail to confront the more fundamental problems of
basic skills and willingness to study.
Lack of study and lack of basic skills
leads to lack of achievement, and this is
evident in Nevada and across the country.
The U. S. Department of Educations
National Assessment of Educational
Progress (NAEP) reports four levels of student achievement. From high to low they
are advanced, proficient (the mastery
expected of students who are performing at
grade level), basic and below basic.
Basic is the minimum level of mastery and
below basic refers to students who have
significant deficiencies.
According to the NAEP, only a minority of 12th grade students nationwide reach
the proficient or advanced levels of
achievement. The most recent numbers for
reading are 40 percent, for writing, 24 percent and for mathematics, 17 percent.9
Of particular relevance to the present
study, however, are the large numbers of
12th graders who are below basic: 23
percent in reading, 26 percent in writing
and 35 percent in mathematics.10 These
are students who have not mastered high
school material. Yet, because progressively
greater percentages of students entering
college (as high as 70 percent according to
some reports), it is inevitable that many
find themselves in remedial courses.11
NAEP data for 12th graders is not
available on a state-by-state basis, but the
results of the high school exit exams given
in Nevada last year suggest that the abovecited national averages are applicable.
Sixty-eight percent failed mathematics and
41 percent failed reading.12 Yet, these students will be permitted to attend Nevadas
public colleges and universities.13
Reforms such as changes in high

de-emphasize?
4. Are K-12 content standards
needed?

School
reforms are
useless if
students are
inattentive
or asleep,
as is so
frequently
true today.

The professors responses contain an
important message: To succeed in collegeeven in remedial coursesstudents
need a solid grounding in basic skills and a
willingness to pay attention and study.
Many students lack both.
Not only were our professors especially clear about the need for student willingness to study, their assessment agrees
entirely with a national sample of college
professors surveyed by Public Agenda:
Nearly 70 percent say the students who
drop out of college may lack necessary
skills, but they mainly lack motivation and
direction.6
A recent report by sociologist James
Rosenbaum of Northwestern University
suggests that this same pattern of weak
motivation and lack of serious purpose
undermines elementary and secondary
school reforms:

Reformers have proposed all kinds of
innovative curricula for improving the
quality of instruction. However, school
reforms are useless if students are
inattentive or asleep, as is so frequently true today. Reforms will not be effective unless students are motivated and
motivation requires that students see
some incentive to pay attention and
exert effort.7

Rosenbaum further suggests that lowachieving high school students do little
schoolwork and yet expect to attend college because well-meaning educators
choose to spare their self-esteem instead of
confronting them with college and job
market realities. Because the gap between
their level of achievement and the collegebound curriculum is so severe, he suggests
that the problem must be addressed in the
early years of elementary school, not the
last few years of high school.
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school course requirements, clearer guidelines from colleges and better guidance for
8th and 9th grade students may reduce the
number of students who fail to take college

preparatory courses. They will not, however, address the much more difficult problem of students who are unable or unwilling to take college prep courses.

The knowledge and skills that our professors considered essential are for the
most part taught in the primary grades, and
they serve as the foundation for all subsequent learning. The real problem is that too
many students have not mastered these
basics before they enter high school.
Nevada is taking steps to address these
issues at the elementary and middle school
levels; but until these changes gain traction, changes in high school requirements
and college entrance standards are likely to
prove superficial and ineffective.
According to the National Assessment
of Educational Progress (NAEP), approximately 40 percent of Nevadas 8th graders
are below basic in mathematics and
reading. Twenty-five percent are below
basic in writing. These are students with
deficiencies that should have been corrected in middle school.14
Approximately the same percentages
are below basic in the 4th grademeaning
that many of these same students had serious deficiencies when they entered middle
school.15
Only 20 percent (approximately) of
Nevadas 4th and 8th grade students meet
or exceed the NAEPs proficient standard in these three basic subjects. In other
words, of the students entering the 5th and

9th grades, only two out of 10 are fully
prepared to begin the school year.
If Nevadas college remediation problem is going to be resolved, the first three
to six years of schooling must produce better resultsfor all students. Although
some students enter school with deficiencies stemming from social, economic and
other factors, the role and the historic
promise of public education has not been
to live with such differences but to overcome them. As discussed below, moreeffective interventions are available; but
for reasons of educational philosophy, they
are little used.16
In summary, these weaknesses in
Nevadas public schooling are longstanding and well documented. Over time, they
have percolated to the college level. A
product of schooling failures in the elementary and middle school, they cannot be
corrected by adjustments in high school
curricula or college entrance requirements
alone. The students who end up in college
remedial courses lack skills and work
habits that should have been learned before
they entered high school. Not only do
these deficiencies play a substantial role in
the college remediation problem, they
make all levels of schooling less effective,
less efficient and more costly.

Professors who teach remedial courses
are unique among professional observers
of student preparedness. Better than any
outside observers, they have the opportunity to notice student strengths and weaknesses and to pinpoint the role of these fac-

tors in success or failure. The purpose of
this report is to describe their opinions and
recommendations and to discuss them in
the context of research and policy.
During the spring of 2003, the professors who teach developmental English and

Addressing Nevadas Deeper Problem

The Nevada Survey
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Approximately
40 percent of
Nevadas 8th
graders are
below basic
in mathematics
and reading.

mathematics courses in the University and
Community College System of Nevada
were invited to respond to a 55-item survey. By following a hyperlink in an e-mail
message, respondents were sent to a web
page displaying a questionnaire appropriate to their subject. Responses were automatically recorded. Individuals were able

to complete the entire process in approximately 10 minutes.
Technical notes and methodology are
reported in Appendix B.
In the following, we highlight the principal findings, comment on noteworthy
patterns of response and examine implications.
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WHAT NEVADAS PROFESSORS
HAD TO SAY

What Qualities Are Essential for College Success?
Finding: A solid foundation in basic skills is important, but so are good study
habits and a willingness to make a concerted effort.

From the survey:
Elementary and secondary schools can impart different qualities to their
students. Which qualities do you think are least essential and which are
most essential for the success of your students?
Student qualities essential for college success

Figure 1a. Knowledge and Skills Essential to
Success in College Mathematics

Figure 1b. Knowledge and Skills Essential to
Success in College English

% Mathematics Instructors Agreeing

% English Instructors Agreeing

Solid foundation in basic
addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division

Solid foundation in basic
reading and writing skills

Ability to compute efficiently
and accurately

Ability to organize information
well

Precision and accuracy in
work

Ability to read and
comprehend printed material
quickly

Good command of
mathematical notation and
syntax

Good command of grammar
and syntax

Broad understanding of
mathematics

Creative and original thinking

Experience and skills with
using calculators

Large vocabulary
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
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Perhaps
the clearest
finding of
this survey
was the
importance
placed by
professors
on student
willingness
to study.

In English, fluency in reading, writing
and organizing information topped the list.
Again, these are skills that require practice.
By comparison, qualities that elementary and secondary schools typically consider essentiale.g., cooperative study
activities, self-esteem enhancement and
work with diverse studentswere of substantially lesser importance (see Figure 2
below).17

The data indicate that professors of
both mathematics and English viewed a
solid grounding in the basics of their disciplines as the key to college-level success.
Leading the list for mathematics were
computation skillsones performed accurately, precisely and efficiently. All of these
competencies require practice and experience in working problemsactivities that
are little emphasized in K-12 instruction.

Figure 2. Study Skills and Habits Essential
to College Success
% English Instructors Agreeing

% Mathematics Instructors Agreeing

Ability to focus in class
Effective study habits
Ability to complete work on time
Patience and persistence in completing course
Understanding "work ethic" related to education
Willingness to put studies ahead of other activities
Self-reliance, ability to work independently
Test taking skills and experience
Good manners in the classroom
Apparent enjoyment of learning
Positive self-esteem
Willingness to work with diverse students
Participation in class discussion
Ability to work cooperatively with other students
Experience and skills with using computers
Ability to memorize new information well
0%

20%

12

40%

60%

80%

100%

There were some surprises. For example, only half of the English professors
considered a large vocabulary to be important and only half of the mathematics professors thought that experience and skills
with calculators were important.
The latter finding may shed light on a
current controversy about recommended
K-12 teaching practices. Contrary to the
opinion of our professors, the mathematics
instruction standards issued by the
National Council for Teachers of
Mathematics (NCTM) urge the use of calculators even at the elementary levelan
approach that critics believe produces poor
fluency in arithmetic and increased
dependence on calculators.18
Perhaps the clearest finding of this survey was the importance placed by professors on student willingness to study. With
majorities of 80-100 percent, professors of
both mathematics and English identified
the following habits as essential to the success of students:
Ability to complete work on time
Ability to focus in class
Effective study habits
Understanding the work ethic as it
pertains to education
w Patience and persistence in
completing course requirements
w Willingness to put studies ahead of
other activities
w Self-reliance & the ability to work
independently

w
w
w
w

These findings present a clear message: If K-12 educators want to better prepare students for college, they must not
only teach the academic basics, they need

to stress habits such as paying attention,
completing assignments and persisting in
the face of difficultyclassroom virtues
that many consider old fashioned and out
of date.19
There were certain preferences unique
to the two groups of professors.
Mathematics professors placed less
emphasis on:

w Willingness to work with diverse
students
w Participation in class discussion
w Ability to work cooperatively with other
students
w Experience and skills in using
computers

English professors, by contrast, placed
less emphasis on test taking skills and
experience.
Neither math nor English professors
judged the ability to memorize essential.
The differences between the two
groups appear related to differences in the
content of the two disciplines. The subject
of English is inherently more social.
Sending and receiving written communications is a form of intellectual and social
interaction. Mathematics, by contrast
even at the level of applied problem solvingdoes not necessarily entail or imply
interaction between persons.
Our professors responses regarding
the use of computers also appear to have
been subject-matter driven. Computers are
often used for word processing by college
writing labs. Basic mathematics instruction, however, generally avoids the use of
computers because they are too easily substituted for needed practice in computation.
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Are Reforms Working?

Finding: So far, the reforms of recent years have had little effect on student
preparation. Students remain unprepared for either college or the workplace.
From the survey:
We know that these are complicated issues and that many of the following
views on elementary and secondary education will vary from institution to
institution. When responding, please think in general terms and indicate the
extent to which you agree with each statement.
Figure 3b. Are K -12 English
Reforms Working?

Figure 3a. Are K-12 Mathematics
Reforms Working?

% English Instructors Agreeing

% Mathematics Instructors Agreeing

Mathematics reforms have had a
positive effect on student
preparedness.

Language arts reforms have had a
positive effect on student
preparedness.

Entering students have been well
prepared in basic computation
skills.

Entering students have been well
prepared in basic writing skills.

Entering students have been well
prepared in advanced mathematics.

Entering students have been well
prepared in reading
comprehension.
0%

Remedial
instruction
appears to be
effectiveat
least for those
students who
successfully
complete
their remedial
coursework.

0%

20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

These findings speak to an important
reality about K-12 reform. If reforms are
working, the results should be evident to
professors and employers. As of the date of
this survey, however, our professors
remain unimpressed.
In truth, Nevadas most recent
reforms20 have not been in place long
enough to produce a change in remediation
rates or professors opinions. However,
both indicators warrant continued attention. Similar reforms in other states have
left professors, employers and taxpayers
disappointedeven after the reforms have
been in place for years.21
Indeed, despite optimistic progress
reports from schools and education agencies, none of the states that have implemented standards and accountability measures have reported substantial gains in student achievement. Standard setting and

20%

40% 60%

80% 100%

accountability are a necessary condition of
reform but not sufficientan issue
addressed below.
There may be a bright spot in this lessthan-encouraging assessment. Despite
poorly prepared students and K-12 reforms
that have yet to make a difference, remedial instruction appears to be effectiveat
least for those students who successfully
complete their remedial coursework.
According to our professors, students who
succeed in their remedial studies appear
ready for beginning college-level work and
have the same chance for graduation as
other entering students.22
This finding suggests that one widely
used explanation of the growing need for
remedial instruction may be inaccurate and
misleading. Increased ethnic and socioeconomic diversity among entering college
students is frequently cited as the condition
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Figure 4. Is Remedial Instruction Working?
% English Instructors
Agreeing

% Mathematics Instructors
Agreeing

Students who
complete remedial
courses are ready to
begin college.
Students who
complete remedial
courses are able to
complete college.

K-12 teachers often
lack the necessary
background for their
subjects.
Entering students are
well prepared for
college.
Entering students are
well prepared for
workplace.

0%

20%

40%

primarily responsible for the growing numbers of students needing remedial instruction. While diversity undoubtedly has a
statistical relationship to the problem, the
present data suggests that the underlying
issue is one of inadequate expectations for
student knowledge, skill and effort at the
K-12 level. Significant numbers of students who were unsuccessful in high
school enter remedial courses, overcome

60%

80%

100%

their deficiencies and complete a degree.23
Other findings in this report point to
the same conclusion. According to our professors, many students appear unprepared
for either college or the workplaceagain
suggesting that they were awarded a high
school diploma even though they had not
met knowledge and skill minimums and
even though they had not made a concerted effort to learn.
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What Should K-12 Mathematics and English
Teachers Emphasize or De-emphasize?

Finding: Teachers should emphasize academic content and exercises and put less
emphasis on test-taking.
From the survey:

If you were to advise elementary and secondary school teachers about
how to best prepare their students for college-level mathematics, would
you recommend more, less, or about the same emphasis on the following
topics, skills and tools?
Figure 5. Topics and Skills Mathematics Instructors Say
Teachers Should Emphasize or De-emphasize
More

Same

Less

Decimals and fractions
Statistics and
probability
Computation skills
Algebraic symbol
manipulation
Graphical data
representation
Relations and
functions
Measurement and
estimation
Trigonometry
Proportionality
Patterns and
sequences
Geometric proofs
0%

10%

20%

30%
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tent such as algebra, trigonometry and statistics were also regarded as needing
greater emphasis. As a generalization, our
professors indicated that more attention to
academic content is needed across the
board.

A majority of mathematics professors
were clear about the need for greater
emphasis on academic contentespecially
that which is traditionally taught at the elementary level, i.e., decimals, fractions and
computation skills. Secondary level con-

Figure 6. Topics and Skills English Instructors Say
Teachers Should Emphasize or De-emphasize
More

Same

Less

Critical thinking
Writing exposition
Written language
mechanics and usage
Reading nonfiction
Sequential
organization of ideas
Reading fiction
Oral language
mechanics and usage
Vocabulary expansion
Writing narrative
Spelling accuracy
Rapid information
processing
0%

10%

20%

30%

English professors were virtually unanimous in their call for an emphasis on critical thinking. They were nearly as decisive
in calling for a greater emphasis on reading and writing, particularly mechanics
and usage.
The skills taught in elementary and
17
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secondary language arts serve to communicate ideas. Both skills and ideas are fundamental to effective thinking and writing.
Considered in light of the percentages of
4th, 8th, and 12th graders who are below
basic, the above data suggests that remedial students lack critical thinking skills

The data
suggests that
remedial
students
lack critical
thinking
skills because
they lack ...
the tools
of written
language ....

because they lack both the tools of written
language and the knowledge, understanding and ideas that those tools might be
used to communicate.
This finding is especially noteworthy
in light of the emphasis teachers have
given interactive and cooperative classroom activities in recent decades.
Classroom activities involving student
interaction have been advertised as an
especially effective means of promoting
critical thinking skills. In contrast, critics
have argued that cooperative group activi-

ties are useless in the absence of a sound
foundation of knowledge and ideas.24
Whatever the precise cause, it is clear
that English professors believe students
need work in this area.
Both math and English professors
called for greater emphasis on homework
and less reliance on multiple-choice examinations. On most other items, they had
mixed preferences or indicated that teachers should continue to give the activity
about the same degree of emphasis.
On one item, the two groups differed
Figure 7b. Activities and Assignments English
Instructors Say Should Be
Emphasized or De-emphasized

Figure 7a. Activities and Assignments
Mathematics Instructors Say Should Be
Emphasized or De-emphasized
More

Same

More

Less

Homework assignments

Homework assignments

Penalizing students who break the
rules

Penalizing students who break the
rules

Emphasize getting the right answer

Emphasize getting the right answer

Grouping students by ability level

Grouping students by ability level

Using computer-assisted learning

Using computer-assisted learning

Using portfolios or other alternative
assessments

Using portfolios or other alternative
assessments

Multiple-choice exams

Multiple-choice exams
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

0

1

sharply. English professors (55 percent)
urged a greater emphasis on portfolios and
alternative assessments while mathematics
professors (62 percent) urged the opposite.
As is the case with regard to other differ-

0.2

Same

0.4

0.6

Less

0.8

1

ences between our mathematics and
English professors, this difference in opinion appears to stem from differences in the
skills and content that comprise the two
disciplines.
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Are K-12 Academic Content Standards Needed?

Finding: Professors agree that mathematics and English each have a core of knowledge and skills that all students entering college need to know. And with the
possible exception of the fundamentals in English, many Nevada high school
graduates are unprepared even at a basic level.

From the survey:

Here are some statements about elementary and secondary education in
Nevada. To what extent do you agree or disagree with each statement?

Figure 8a. Are Content Standards Needed in
Mathematics?

Figure 8b. Are Content Standards Needed in
English?

% Mathematics Instructors Agreeing

% English Instructors Agreeing

It is critical for students to gain
a common set of computational
skills.

It is critical for students to gain
a common, shared acquisition
of reading and writing skills.

It is critical for students to gain
a common understanding of
mathematics.

It is critical for students to gain
a common shared
understanding of literature.

The quality of education in
Nevada's K-12 schools has
been improving.

The quality of education in
Nevada's K-12 schools has
been improving.

Current high school graduates
know the basics but lack higher
level knowledge and skills.

Current high school graduates
know the basics but lack higher
level knowledge and skills.

Current high school graduates
have higher level knowledge
and skills but lack the basics.

Current high school graduates
have higher level knowledge
and skills but lack the basics.

There is no consensus core in
mathematics, so teachers
cannot be expected to teach it.

There is no consensus core in
English, so teachers cannot be
expected to teach it.

Designating a core body of
knowledge is unfair to cultural
minorities.

Designating a core body of
knowledge is unfair.

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

The K-12 content standards established
by Nevada and other states have been
critized by some educational theorists as a
tool whereby majority cultural expectations are imposed on cultural minorities.25
Instead, they argue that schooling should
affirm rather than challenge the diverse
understandings and concepts that students
bring to the educational setting.
A similar multiculturalist perspective is
widely accepted among teacher educa-

tors.26 It argues that all cultures are equally
worthy and thus none are deserving of
privileged treatment within the school
curriculum. For example, from this viewpoint, standard English expression cannot
be justified as any more correct or important than non-standard varieties such as the
controversial Ebonics.
In contrast to these multiculturalist
views, our professors agreed that students
need to learn the knowledge and skills that
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There
is little
danger that
standards and
accountability
will make
matters
worse.

comprise the core of their respective disciplines and that it is not somehow culturally
unfair to expect them to do so.
At least with regard to their disciplines,
our professors appear to value content
standards and expect the K-12 curriculum
to be culturally prescriptive. However, it is
noteworthy that English professors were
about equally divided as to whether or not
it is critical for students to have a common, shared understanding of literature.
Their sentiments may reflect the multicultural curricular trend.
Standards are also criticized on the
grounds that the accountability schemes
that accompany them force teachers to narrow the curriculum and to slight the higher-order intellectual outcomes that are said
to be brought about by best practice

teaching.
In particular, highstakes multiplechoice tests are alleged to be incapable of
detecting improved thinking skills, encouraging teachers therefore to focus exclusively on memorization of facts. All of
these points are hotly disputed by testing
experts.27
With the exception of English professors (58 percent agreed that recent graduates do know the basics), our professors
found their students to be weak in both the
basics and higher-order skills, and currently they see no trend toward improvement.
Thus, it seems fair to conclude that the
critics apprehensions are, at the least, misplaced. Apparently there is little danger
that the imposition of standards and
accountability will make matters worse.
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ANALYSIS

M

ost people believe that college
success primarily depends on
student ability. To the contrary,
our professors emphasized mastery of the
basics and a willingness to pay attention
and study. Unfortunately, all too many
entering students lack these qualities.
Data from the National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP) suggest why
these concerns topped their list: First and
foremost, far too many American high
school seniors are not ready for the 12th
grade, much less prepared for college.
They lack knowledge and skills that should
have been learned by the 8th or even the
4th grade.
If, as noted above, 35 percent of 12th
graders are below basic in mathematics
alone, the total percentage deficient in
either mathematics or reading (23 percent)
or writing (26 percent) is substantially

higher. It could easily exceed 50 percent
depending on the degree of overlap among
the three groups.28
NAEP data for 12th grade students are
available only as a national average; however, there are state-by-state data for
grades 4 and 8, and Nevada is in the bottom quartile on those indicators. Thus, it is
reasonable to infer that the percentage of
Nevada 12th graders needing additional
study in one or more subjects may be even
higher.29 Clearly, the evidence from
Nevadas recently implemented high
school exit examinations agrees. Sixtyeight percent of Nevadas seniors failed
mathematics alone.30
With over 50 percent of Nevadas high
school graduates now enrolling in college
(up 171 percent from 1992), it is not surprising that our professors were primarily
concerned about basic skills.31

Several facts converge to suggest that
elementary and secondary schools are failing to teach something even more basic
than reading, writing and arithmetic.
Substantial numbers of students are coming to college without basic skills, without
basic knowledge and without sound study
habits; yet many are eventually overcom-

ing these deficiencies and earning a
degree. Plainly, they have a capacity to
learn that was not put to use in their earlier
years of schooling.
Research on the study habits of K-12
students supports this assessment. In a
large-scale study extending from the late
1980s through the early 1990s, Temple

The Effort and Study Habits Problem
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Peer culture
discourages
[students]
from making
a serious
effort and
schools do
little to
counteract it.

University researcher Laurence Steinberg
found the most important difference
between low- and high-achieving students
to be the amount of time and effort devoted to study.32 In general, successful students were hard workers and the unsuccessful ones were bored and disengaged,
meeting only the lowest expectations and
minimum requirements. There were ethnic
and socioeconomic differences, but he
found time, effort and engagement in studies to be the overriding factors.
As to why so many students are disengaged, Steinberg observed that the peer
culture discourages them from making a
serious effort and schools do little to counteract it. Instead, schools attempt to accommodate student apathyan approach that
results in a continual reduction of expectations to the lowest common denominator:
I take issue with the usual response [to
the problem of unmotivated students]:
that because todays students are
somehow different from their predecessors, schools must find ways of
responding, adapting, or catering to
this changed clientele ....

less interested, less motivated, less focused
student populace does little to address the
basic underlying problemthe lack of student engagement.33
Steinberg suggests that K-12 schools
fail to motivate and to teach a work ethic
precisely because they hesitate to give
students bad grades, hold them back, or
fail to graduate them. The result is that
students believe, with some accuracy, that
there are no real consequences of doing
poorly in school..., and many students
choose the path of least resistance.34
Steinbergs verdict: We have lost the
ability to motivate students to work
hard.35
Tommy Tomlinsona researcher who
contributed to the Nation at Risk report
identifies the same factor in his explanation of why educational reform has failed:
After twenty-five years of trying to fix
things, it is perhaps time to face a few
facts of human nature: setting higher
standards and expectations is one
thing; persuading students to try harder is another. Educational reforms that
do not change the study habits and
behavior of students are unlikely to
improve achievement.36

Changing our schools to respond to a

Why Schools Fail to Engage Students and Teach the
Basics
To many observers, the failure of students to gain basic skills and good study
habits is primarily a social and family
issue. They blame a lack of parental
encouragement and disruptive homes, families and neighborhoods.
To those familiar with educational fads
and fashions, however, unengaged students
are the predictable outcome of a teaching
style that has been idealized by educators
for decades.
Historically called child-centered or
student-centered instruction (versus subject-centered or teacher-directed), it is
today called learner-centered instruction

and it has become de rigueur among elementary school teachers.37
Learner-centered instruction is an
approach to teaching that works best with
students who are already inclined to pay
attention, behave themselves and work
hard. Contrary to its image as a teaching
style fitted to learner strengths and weaknesses, it neglects students who need structure and adult guidance. Virtually every
student preparation issue identified by this
survey is linked directly or indirectly to the
mismatch between this style of instruction
and the goal of improved student achievement.38
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Since the early 1900s, K-12 educators
have increasingly accepted the notion that
their highest duty is not to ensure academic achievement, but to protect children
from the stress and threat of failure posed
by overly demanding curricular standards.39 Especially over the last 30 years,
colleges of education have taught teachers
that the immediate needs of children
take precedence over curricular objectives.
When education professors use the
term learner-centered, they are referring
to a kind of teaching that aims to optimize
student interest and motivation, not the
attainment of the objectives prescribed by
the curriculum.40 The contrast between the
learner-centered approach and the traditional teacher-directed, achievement-oriented approach is subtle but critically
important. As the late Jeanne Chall of
Harvard described it, what is foreground
for one model is background for the
other.41
Instead of leading students through
activities designed to reach a prescribed
learning outcome, learner-centered teachers are encouraged to let student interests
and enthusiasms guide the course of
instruction. If a student seems uninterested
or unmotivated, the learner-centered
teacher is obliged to respect the students
inclinations even if it means disengaging
from the objective at hand.
The learner-centered perspective also
influences matters such as grading and the
use of incentives.42 From the learner-centered standpoint, achievement is judged
with reference to the individual, not the
curricular objective. The use of incentives
is proscribed because learner-centered
instruction idealizes intrinsic motivation.
Over the last century and especially in
recent decades, educational theorists have
invented an enormous variety of learnercentered teaching schemes. All, however,
have sought to accommodate instruction to
differences in student interests, talents,

social status, developmental stage, intellectual stage, etc.43 Recent examples include
constructivism, developmentally appropriate instruction and brain-based learning.
None have worked as promised. To the
contrary, learner-centered teaching has
busied teachers with what critics call edutainment and steered them away from an
emphasis on knowledge and skills.
A fundamental weakness of learnercentered teachingand one especially relevant to the findings of this surveyis that
vital but uninteresting skills are rendered
difficult to teach. Children are not naturally
attracted to basic skills and thus are not
naturally inclined to practice until mastery
has been achieved. Adult direction and
reinforcement are typically needed over a
period of weeks and months.
Making learning fun and interesting is
entirely desirable but learner-centered
teachers are taught to worry more about
avoiding student stress and boredom than
the achievement of learning outcomes.
Well-tested teaching methodologies are
available, but learner-centered teachers
worry that the act of steering the childs
attention and effort toward the curricular
objectives will result in stress or boredom.44 So instead of guiding the child
through a proven progression of exercises
and skills, learner-centered teachers cobble
together materials and activities that they
hope will reach the desired outcome by
capitalizing on the childs immediate
enthusiasms.
In effect, learner-centered teachers
make the perfect the enemy of the good.
In the pursuit of the theoretical ideal, they
experiment with teacher-developed creations that sometimes triumph but more
often result in educational catastrophe, i.e.,
learning gaps, poor fluency, and lifetimes
of educational failure. One can only imagine the public reaction if the medical profession considered such an approach
acceptable.
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The Human and Economic Cost of Faulty Teaching

Even the
expectations
that students
pay attention
and behave
themselves
are not
encouraged by
the learnercentered view.

Most students in remedial courses are
not there simply because of social or economic disadvantage. Rather, most of them
have underlying academic weaknesses in
reading, writing and arithmeticweaknesses that originated in their early school
experiences and are mostly the product of
faulty teaching.
The gaps and limitations resulting
from early learning failures have a cumulative effect. Students fall behind and face
ever-greater obstacles to catching up at
succeeding grade levels. Educators at each
grade are then faced with a dilemma: They
must lower standards and socially promote, or face unacceptable failure rates. As
more and more students attend college,
these issues eventually manifest themselves in college classrooms.45
The available evidence suggests that
many of the students who end up in remedial courses have never been required to
learn the basics or even to make a concerted effort in their studies. For 12 or 13
years, they have been passed along and
permitted to waste their time and their
publicly funded educational opportunities.
David Goslin, past president of the
American Institutes for Research and
executive director of the National
Research Councils Commission on

Behavioral and Social Sciences and
Education, argues that the resulting costs
are enormous: . . . the amount of effort on
the part of teachers and other school personnel that is wasted because large numbers of students remain unengaged in
learning, and the costs [of this lack of
engagement] to society are staggering.46
The bottom line is that the United
States is getting a very low return on its
investments in education, due largely to
the lack of engagement of many of our
students.47
Goslin calls student engagement the
key to increasing academic achievement
and therefore the productivity of the U. S.
educational system. (Italics in the original)48
Learner-centered teaching encourages
the kind of waste described by Goslin.
Study assignments, performance assessments and even the expectations that students pay attention and behave themselves
are not encouraged by the learner-centered
view.49 Many students arrive at college
never having learned that success in academic endeavors typically requires a concerted effort. Often they are surprised to
find that effort is expected and they blame
their failure to earn good grades with ease
on poor instruction.50

Given their pedagogical training, many
K-12 teachers would view our professors
advice to focus greater time and effort on
academic objectives as wrongheaded and
detrimental. The learner-centered ideal
encourages teachers to attend to academic
content only to an extent commensurate
with the immediate gratification of their
students. If, for example, converting fractions to decimals becomes boring, then it is
time to move to a more engaging activity.
College professors may believe that
students need to acquire more discipline-

specific content, but learner-centered
teachers believe that good teaching practice is founded on a different set of priorities. From their standpoint, students are
learning all they should be expected to
learn when they learn all they are ready
(i.e., inclined) to learn.51
Educational reforms such as establishing curricular frameworks, improving
inservice training and rewarding teacher
excellence have little effect on student
achievement when educators look at them
through a learner-centered frame of refer-

Reform Undermined
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ence. The reason is that reforms interpreted
in a way that conforms to learner-centered
teaching theory typically undercut rather
than support the publics student achievement aims.
For example, when policymakers
establish curricular standards in order to
clarify what students are expected to
achieve, learner-centered educators view
them as ideals, not expected outcomes.
Standards are thereby seen as flexible and
subject to lenient interpretation.
Professional development for teachers
is similarly undercut. Contrary to the
expectations of policymakers, it frequently
serves as a vehicle for informing teachers
about the latest variants of learner-centered

teaching. Ironically, these innovations are
called best practices and are disseminated as an antidote to an overemphasis on
standards and outcomes.52
Finally, teaching awards intended to
boost student achievement are rarely given
for measured improvements in student
achievement. Instead, teachers are recognized for undergoing training and certification by organizations such state education
agencies or the National Board for
Professional Teaching Standards (NBPTS).
The assessments of teacher proficiency
used in these programs are usually based
on learner-centered ideals, not any demonstrated relationship to student
achievement.53

The professors who teach remedial
courses in Nevadas public colleges and
universities were asked to identify student
characteristics essential to college success
and to offer recommendations that might
improve their preparation. Their responses
highlighted two key characteristics:
Students need solid basic skills and good
study habits.
The professors concerns are consistent
with the findings of other studies. The U.S.
Department of Educations National
Assessment of Educational Progress indicates that it is possible for students to graduate from high school and enter college
even though they have met very minimal
standards and, indeed, even though they
have committed little time and effort to
schoolwork. Nevadas high school exit
exams show the same thing. Prior to the
reforms of the last few years, neither
schools nor students in Nevada have been
more than minimally accountable for
achievement.
Studies of student engagement in
schooling are consistent with the professors concerns about student study habits.
Recent studies by ACT have found that
many students who plan to attend college

choose only the least demanding high
school curriculum.54 Their only goal is to
graduate from high school and to enter collegeprepared or not. Many enter remedial courses without ever having been challenged to study.
Implicated in both of these issues is the
learner-centered style of instruction long
popular among elementary school educators. It avoids that which may be boring or
burdensome. It refrains from admonishing
or exhorting. It teaches escape from challenges, not the effort and self-discipline
necessary to overcome them.
Started on the wrong foot and faced
with cumulating disadvantages, children
are permitted to slide down a path that will
limit them for a lifetime. Over the years,
the time they spend in classrooms becomes
increasingly less beneficial and rewardinga fact reflected in Nevadas nearly 40
percent high school drop-out rate. It is this
all-too-common scenario that squanders
the next generations best learning opportunities and wastes money on a massive
scale.
Viewed in these terms, the cost of
Nevadas remedial instruction may be
merely the tip of an iceberg.

Conclusion
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APPENDICES
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A. Public Awareness of the Issue
Parents who
want to be
sure about
how well their
child is being
prepared for
college would
be well
advised to
look beyond
report cards
and PTA
meetings.

arents questioned in national surveys typically express doubts about
the quality of American public
schools. Paradoxically, however, they are
usually satisfied with their local schools. If
their child is receiving satisfactory
gradesas most doparents may not see
the need for remedial help until their child
applies to college.55
The Phi Delta Kappa/Gallup Poll of
the Publics Attitude toward Public
Schools has consistently shown that parents believe that their local public schools
are doing a good job.56 Although only 24
percent give the nations schools an A or a
B, this number rises to 47 percent for
schools within a community, to 58 percent
for local schools and to 71 percent for the
school attended by their oldest child.
Parents who want to be sure about how
well their child is being prepared for college would be well advised to look beyond
report cards and PTA meetings.
Parents may not have a clear understanding of school quality, but they do
have clear expectations about the outcome.
According to Public Agenda, 87 percent of
Americans say that a college education is
as important as a high school diploma used
to be and nearly the same number (86 percent) believes that students will have better
career and lifestyle prospects if they go to
college.57 Data from the National Center
for Educational Statistics agree: A college
education is associated with higher lifetime
earnings, improved health and a general
state of well-being.58
The general public is equally supportive of college attendance; but more than
parents, it sees the mismatch between student aspirations and educational reality.
Although 78 percent of high school parents

want their children to attend college, nearly half of the general public (49 percent)
say that there are too many students in college who dont belong there.59
Finally, students themselves often
seem unaware that readiness for college
will require planning and effort. When
asked if they planned to go to college, 76
percent said they were definitely planning to do so and another 20 percent said
they were thinking about it. Overall, 84
percent of students said they were motivated a lot by the desire to get into a good
college and another 12 percent were motivated a little by this desire.60
Again, there is a gap between aspirations and reality. A study of the 635,000
high school sophomores (Class of 2002)
who took part in the ACT-PLAN assessment61 found that 83 percent intended to
attend college immediately after high
school. Of that group, however, 20 percent
were not planning to follow a curriculum
that would adequately prepare them.

A Worsening Problem

In short, in Nevada as across the
nation, a rising tide of popular aspirations
is crashing into a very different reality.
Grade point averages and diplomas
notwithstanding, many recent high school
graduates are having to learn material that
have been learned years earlier. The
process is frustrating, time consuming and
expensiveoften requiring tutoring, mentoring and specialized remedial learning
laboratories.
A high percentage of students entering
college never complete a degree. Only 36
percent of freshmen nationally complete a
bachelors degree in four years (59 percent
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in six years) compared with 40 percent a
decade earlier and 47 percent in the late
1960s. At public universities, the four-year
completion rate is 28 percent (versus 69
percent at private institutions).
The quality of K-12 preparation is key.
Well-prepared students have four- and sixyear completion rates of 69 and 83 percent
respectively, while the comparable rates
for poorly prepared students are 8 and 20
percent.62
College-level observers see a serious
problem. For example, Ocken and
Feinermanprofessors of mathematics at
City University of New Yorkpoint out
that poorly prepared students are shut out
of many attractive professions:

matical rather than linguistic competence.63

Basic skills in English have fallen to
the point that a publisher worries that students are unable to use the dictionary:

Standards of spelling and grammar
among an entire generation of
English-speaking university students
are now so poor that there is a
degree of crisis in their written use of
the language, the publisher of a new
dictionary warned yesterday. Its
research revealed that students have
only a limited grasp of the most basic
rules of spelling, punctuation and
meaning, blamed in part on increasing
dependence on automatic tools such
as computer spell checks and
unprecedented access to rapid communication using email and the
internet ....
Overall, [students] were unclear about
appropriate punctuation, especially the
use of commas and failed to understand the basic rules of subject/verb
agreement and the difference between
there, their and theyre ....
Bloomsbury said usage notes in other
dictionaries ... assumed a level of
grammatical and syntactic literacy on
the undergraduate level that simply
does not exist today. 64

Mathematics used in college courses
is formulated in a difficult symbolic language. To succeed in those courses,
students need twelve years of carefully
structured instruction in order to learn
the language fluently and to use it to
solve hard problems. Those who lack
fluency will be shut out of careers [as]
... scientists, engineers, mathematicians, computer scientists, physicians
and educators of mathematics ...with
the greatest negative consequences
for children of immigrants, a group
whose entry into the mainstream of
American society has historically been
facilitated by demonstration of mathe-

B. Methodology

Wasting Time and Money is based on a
March 2003 survey of 353 faculty members who teach mathematics or English
within the University and Community
College System of Nevada. Invitations to
an additional 82 faculty members failed to
reach their intended recipients because of
invalid e-mail addresses.
The institutions included the
University of Nevada Las Vegas, University of Nevada Reno, Community College

of Southern Nevada, Great Basin College,
Truckee Meadows Community College,
and Western Nevada Community College.
The survey instrument consisted of 55
items drawn from a pool formulated by
experienced instructors. The items were
edited and refined on the basis of feedback
from developmental education faculty who
participated in a pilot study.
A professional web-survey organizationPerseus Development Corporation,
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www.perseusdevelopment.comcreated
and posted the web form through which
responses were collected and automatically
compiled. Respondents received an e-mail
invitation containing a single-use hyperlink
to the posted form. Typically, it took less
than 10 minutes to complete the survey.
The population was identified through
institution web sites, faculty directories,
and contacts with department-level personnel. It included full-time, part-time and
temporary faculty, and graduate teaching
assistants. The pool of addresses was created with the aim of ensuring the broadest
possible opportunity for qualified instructors to participate.
Because available administrative
records did not permit identification of faculty with recent experience in teaching
remedial courses, invitations were sent to
all mathematics and English faculty.
However, the invitation and the wording of
the items made clear that the survey was

intended primarily for faculty providing
remedial instruction.
As a result, 87 (or 25 percent) of the
353 faculty receiving invitations respondeda rate that exceeds the 20 percent
response rate typical for anonymous mail
surveys. A subgroup of 16 respondents had
not taught a remedial course within the last
three years, but analysis of their response
patterns showed them to be statistically
indistinguishable from those of the instructors targeted by the survey.
Of greater importance with respect to
the accuracy of the results, it is reasonable
to assume that fewer than half of the 353
invitees were remedial instructors. Thus
the true rate of response among qualified
respondents may well be 50 percent or
higher, thus yielding a margin of error of
plus or minus 3 percent.
For additional information, please contact J. E. Stone, Ed.D. professor@education-consumers.com.
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